
 

CHARACTER PERFORMER INFORMATION 

 

Meet Chase 

Using his police truck and megaphone, this German Shepherd is an athletic natural leader who likes to take 

charge. Chase may be on the case, but he has to watch out for cats and feathers because he's allergic. 

 



 

 

The series focuses on a boy named Ryder who leads a pack of search and rescue dogs known as the PAW Patrol. They 

work together on missions to protect the shoreside community of Adventure Bay. Each dog has a specific set of skills 

based on a real-life profession, such as a firefighter, a police officer, and a pilot. They all reside in doghouses that can 

transform into customized vehicles when necessary. They are also equipped with backpacks called "pup packs" that 

contain tools that relate to the pups' jobs. 

Each episode of PAW Patrol follows a similar pattern and features recurring themes. Episodes normally open with a scene 

depicting the dogs going about their everyday lives, often playing with dog toys or engaging in activities at the local 

playground. Ryder, a ten-year-old boy, is advised of a problem by receiving a call for help or by witnessing a situation 

himself. His most frequent caller is an accident-prone marine biologist named Cap'n Turbot, who knows much about 

Adventure Bay's wildlife. Ryder always alerts the dogs via their blinking pet tags. The team members report to their base, 

the Lookout, and enter its elevator. Marshall typically arrives last causing a humorous mishap that makes the other dogs 

laugh as the elevator rises. When they reach the top floor, they arrange themselves in a line. Chase announces that the 

team is ready for action as Ryder tells the pups what has happened. He chooses several members of the team, normally 

two first responders, to help solve whatever problem has emerged. They ride a slide down to their vehicles and complete 

their mission. When they have finished, Ryder says his catchphrase: "Whenever you're in trouble, just yelp for help!", and 

congratulates the pups. 

ABOUT 

CHASE is a German Shepard puppy and main character of the PAW Patrol. He is a police and traffic cop dog and a spy dog 

as of Season 2. His primary purpose is to keep things in line and direct/warn traffic when an emergency happens. His 

secondary purpose is to track missing animals or people using spy gear.  

BIOGRAPHY 

CHASE is a German Shepard pup who is seen to be rather mature and serious on missions. He is a police/security dog. His 

main color is deep blue. He wears a police hat and rides a police-themed car that he uses for missions.  

PERSONALITY 

CHASE, being a police dog, is very mature, possibly the most mature of the group. He is a leader, and takes things very 

seriously when on patrol, though has his ups and downs. He can be very playful when there are no missions. He and 

Marshall are best friends and are competitive, but they do it just for fun. During missions, he can show his emotional side, 

but he always denies it with his serious side. 

APPEARANCE 

CHASE, as shown in the series, is a German Shepard. He has brown fur covering his body, with lighter brown/tan fur on his 

face and his paws. He has a long beaver-like tail. When wearing his normal outfit, he has a blue police hat with a yellow 

trim and black bill. His vest and pup packer are blue, with three yellow chevrons on each side, usually the rank of a police 

sergeant.  



PUP-TAG 

Like all of the PAW Patrol pups, CHASE has his own personalized Pup Tag, with a shape of a 

star badge on it, which he uses to communicate with Ryder, The Lookout, and the other PAW 

Patrol Pups. When is use, the Pup Tag would flash its light. The Pup Tag also has a special 

mechanism, which allows the PAW Patrol pups to make video calls to other PAW Patrol 

members. His Mission PAW pup-tag has an integrated GPS ability that allows Ryder to track 

where he is. It also has a surveillance camera that can capture video clips.  

PUP-PACK 

CHASE has 2 pup-pack vests. His first one, which is used for his normal police uniform, has a spotlight, a megaphone, a 

tennis ball cannon, and a net. His Super Spy pup-pack also has a net, a zipline, and a flashlight. 

SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

He is an excellent sniffer and can track down anything. However, he is allergic to cats, feathers, and dust. He uses his 

megaphone to warn the citizens about trouble and also to direct traffic. He also uses a net to stop objects or to save 

people from falling. He has the ability to communicate with owls and beavers. 

CATCHPHRASES 

“Aah-choo!” 

“PAW Patrol ready for action, Ryder, sir! 

“These paws uphold the laws!” 

“Chase is on the case!” 

 

PAW PATROL DOGS 

 

Marshall is a dalmatian. He serves as a 

firefighter and paramedic dog. His 

vehicle is a fire engine, which transforms 

into an ambulance. He is known for 

being exceptionally clumsy. A running 

gag in every episode is that Marshall will 

encounter humorous problem while 

trying to enter the PAW Patrol's elevator. 

His catchphrase after one of these 

mishaps is often "I'm good." 

 

Rubble is an English bulldog. He serves 

as a construction dog. His vehicle is a 

bulldozer. He is often a source of comic 

relief and usually makes jokes or 

comments about his love of eating. 

 

Chase is a German Shepherd. He serves 

as a police and spy dog. His vehicle is a 

cruiser. He is the most mature of the 

dogs and will always announce "PAW 

Patrol ready for action, Ryder, sir!" when 

the PAW Patrol is called on a mission. 
 

Rocky is a grey-and-white mongrel of 

an unspecified breed. He serves as a 

recycling dog. His vehicle is a recycling 

truck, which can also transform into a 

salvage tugboat. A running gag in the 

series is Rocky's irrational fear of water 

to the point where he refuses to bathe. 

 

Zuma is a chocolate Labrador retriever. 

He serves as an aquatic rescue pup. His 

vehicle is a hovercraft, which can also 

convert into a submarine.  

 

Skye is a cockapoo. She serves as an 

aviator. Her vehicle is a helicopter, and 

she has wings built into her backpack. 



 

Everest is a female husky who debuted in 

the Season 2 episode "The New Pup". 

She is the PAW Patrol's snowy mountain 

pup, the 7th pup, and the 9th overall 

member of the team (including Ryder 

and the PAW Patroller). Her primary 

purpose is to clear snow from the roads 

during emergencies, and to use her 

grappling hook to get from place to 

place. The official website states she is 

the oldest pup at 8 years old. 

 

Tracker is a jeep-driving pup with super 

hearing who lives in the jungle with 

Carlos. Tracker made his debut and 

became the eighth PAW Patrol pup in 

"Tracker Joins the Pups!". 

PAW PATROL HUMAN CHARACTERS 

 

Ryder is the human leader of the PAW 

Patrol. He is a ten-year-old boy who 

gives the dogs their mission instructions 

and builds the vehicles and equipment 

they use. His vehicle is an ATV. He is the 

only character to be featured in every 

mission. 

 

Katie is a girl Ryder's age. She runs 

Adventure Bay's pet clinic and owns a 

cat named Cali. 

 

Cap'n Turbot is the PAW Patrol's most 

frequent caller, who serves as an 

occasional member of the team in the 

Merpup-themed special episodes. He is 

a smart marine biologist who frequently 

speaks in alliterations. He is the team's 

best human friend and their source of 

information on all kinds of wildlife in the 

bay.  

Francois Turbot is Cap'n Turbot's cousin 

and sidekick, who lives with him in the 

Seal Island lighthouse. He is very self-

centered and loves to show off, but also 

cares deeply about animals. Francois 

works as a zoologist, artist, and nature 

photographer. He has a 

thick French accent and often uses 

French phrases in place of English 

words. 

 

Mayor Goodway is the overdramatic but 

friendly mayor of Adventure Bay. She 

owns a pet chicken named Chickaletta, 

which she keeps in her purse. She shares 

a rivalry with Mayor Humdinger of the 

neighboring town Foggy Bottom. 

 

Mayor Humdinger is the mayor of a 

neighboring town called Foggy Bottom. 

He is Mayor Goodway's rival who 

spends most of his time devising unfair 

schemes to make his town seem better 

than Adventure Bay. He lives in a cave 

and leads a team of troublesome cats 

called the Kitten Catastrophe Crew 

OTHER PAW PATROL CHARACTERS 

 

Chickaletta is the mayor's pet chicken. 

She is not quick-witted or observant and 

often unintentionally causes trouble for 

herself and Mayor Goodway. 
 

Wally is Cap'n Turbot's pet walrus, who 

lives in the waters surrounding Seal 

Island. He has a wife named Walinda 

and an unnamed baby child. Although 

he cannot talk, Ryder and Cap'n Turbot 

can understand Wally when he 

communicates by barking and moving 

his flippers. 

 

The Kitten Catastrophe Crew is Mayor 

Humdinger's group of kittens who 

closely resemble the six original PAW 

Patrol pups. Each one is equipped with a 

uniform and a tool pack that mirror a 

pup’s outfits and abilities. 

 

Robo-Dog is a robotic dog introduced 

in "Pups Save Ryder's Robot". He serves 

as the driver of the PAW Patrol's multi-

member vehicles. Unlike the other pups, 

Robo-Dog does not speak in sentences 

and only communicates through barks.  



 

Cali is Katie’s pet cat that stays with her 

at Katie’s Pet Parlor. Cali is for the most 

part very much a typical cat. In “Pups 

Save Alex’s Mini-Patrol”, she becomes a 

member of Alex Porter’s Mini-Patrol 

along with Chickaletta, Little Hootie, a 

bunny and a turtle. 

 

Little Hootie (also known as simply 

Hootie) is a male owl. He made his 

debut in “Pups Save A Hoot”. He is 

good friends with Chase. He lives with 

his mother in a tree. 

 

 

 

Once “on-stage” or in public view, you should always remain in character , paying close attention not to do anything that 

may be inappropriate.  This would include things such as adjusting your attire or under garments, touching your face to 

pick your nose, and so on. Give hugs, hold hands, give pats on the back. Try and refrain from touching people’s faces or 

playing with their hair (it may be a wig).  

When taking photos, use the photos in this document as helpful hints. Get people to pose like you. Get down on a child’s 

level. While in costume, if you choose to bend over, make sure you head stays on. 

Please be aware your environment, please DO NOT climb on tables, chairs or any other inappropriate places. Especially if 

we are Guest in a location. Conduct yourself in a professional manner. You represent Wolfe Mountain. 

When taking photographs, please make sure your hands are always visible . 

 

PERFORMER PROVIDES: 

WME will provide t shirt, shorts, and socks to wear under the costume. 

 



POSSIBLE CHARACTER POSES 

  

 

 


